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Abstract
During the technical operation of renewable energy sources,
there is an interesting problem associated with ensuring their
reliability set by their manufacturers. Renewable energy sources
(RES) must consist of parts of approximately equal reliability.
This problem determines the interval of the variances of the life
of the individual details of the RES. It must be located within the
boundaries of the life of the whole system. In this report was
carried out a research on the reliability of RES through the use of
the criterion of fatigue of the individual parts.
Keywords: reliability, fatigue, renewable energy sources.

1. Introduction
Renewable energy resources exist over wide geographical
areas, in contrast to other energy sources, which are
located or concentrated in a limited number of countries.
The rapid deployment and growth of renewable energy and
energy efficiency is leading to significant energy security,
climate change mitigation, and economic benefits. Many
renewable energy projects are large-scale so their
reliability is becoming more and more challenging task
today. Different studies analyzing the reliability problems
on risk technical systems can be found [7,8,9,10,11]. This
paper addresses the following important topics to the
practitioners- how to evaluate the parts reliability from
fatigue point of view of a RES system.

determined according to the formula (2.1.8) of reference
[2]:
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The results from the experiments show that the life of the
parts of RES in cyclic loads are distributed according to
the law of Weibull, having the form [1]:

 t −µ  
F ( t ) = 1 − exp  − 
  , µ ≤t <∞
  β  
where: µ , β ,k - location, scale and shape factors.

(2)

PБР ( ∆t ) - the probability of reliable operation of
the relevant part in the individual observed intervals ∆t ;
TOTP ,i - amount of time to perform the i-th basic and
where:

routine repairs.
The probability for a reliable operation of the relevant part
of the RES is determined by the formula:
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where:

ω ( ∆t ) -

(3)

assessment of the failure rate for the

interval ∆t , by using algorithm for solving nonlinear
differential equations, describing the process of aging of
RES [6].
The evaluation of the location parameter µ of the Weibull
distribution is asymptotically normally distributed and
there's variance

D(µ ) =

2. Theoretical Background

PБР ( ∆t ) .dt

0

where:

D(µ )

is defined by [1]:

β −2 k
N ( k − 1) . Г (1 − 2 k )
2

(4)

N - sample size; Г ( ∗) - gamma function.

k

The location parameter
the parts

TPKE

µ

(1)

is the smallest value of life on

3. Applications
The limit state of RES is determined by the uniform
stability of their parts concerning fatigue failure
mechanism. The following conditions must be fulfilled:

until the end of their operation. It is
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•

ensuring their reliable work during their specified
life

•

TP ,ЗАД

from the producer;

σ −1g =

minimum variance of the parts life, yielding
minor deviations of the life of the RES

The first condition follows from the definition of the lower
limit of the life of the parts in the system, according to:

TP , ДГ= µ − uγ . D ( µ )

where:

(5)

uγ - quintile of standard normal distribution with

level γ . The second condition implies that the variance

D(β,k )

will converge to the minimum value, i.e. the

(8)
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where:

σ −1 -the wear-out limit of smooth specimen detail in MPa;
ασ -theoretical coefficient of stress concentration in the

parts;
L - circumference of the working section in mm;
I - relative gradient of pressure at first mainly stress in

mm −1 ;

ν σ - coefficient determined experimentally for each steel

equation is satisfied:

D ( β , k=
) β 2 .  Г (1 + 2 k ) − Г 2 (1 + 1 k ) → min

σ −1

(6)

In this situation, the question arises how to realize the
implementation of the conditions of equations (4) and (5)
in the process of RES usage. This implies that the parts are
run to failure, i.e. use the maintenance strategy by
condition [2, 6].

(material), from which it is created the part;

β1 -

coefficient, taking into account the quality of the

surface of the part;

β y - coefficient, taking into account the material strength.

As a substitute of expression (8) in equation (7), one
obtains the following:
m
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where:

ai - a correction factor, taking into account the non-regular
loadings;

σ −1g - parts wear-out limit in MPa;
N Ц - number of loadings cycles for 1s;
N0

- number of loading cycles corresponding to the

bending of the fatigue curve;

σa

i

ti

- stress amplitude of the i-th level in MPa;

- time for action on i-th stress amplitude in tension in s;

m - fatigue parameter.

By using of the statistical theory of pattern of destruction
from fatigue [3], one can determine the wear-out limit of
the parts as the limit of wear-out of a smooth specimen by
the formula:

In this formula for each steel (material), from which is
made the part with the appropriate type of heat treatment,
the following random variables are considered: load; wearout limit of the master-detail; coefficient, taking into
account the fatigue of the part and the parameter of the
fatigue curve of the specimen. For the design of test
specimen is necessary to obtain information about these
random variables.
Using the method of statistical tests can be defined for
respective case of loading of an experimental model of the
set of life distributions to parts in different variants of their
performance (steel’s mark, dimensions, type of heat
treatment,
strengthening
approach,
etc.).
After
approximating the curve with the Weibull law, then we
choose the optimal variant, proceeding from conditions (5)
and (6). This option shall be verified by the fatigue
accelerated tests on the parts directly on special
installations.
The progress of failures relating to wear-out/fatigue is the
result of an accumulation of damage in detail. The tests
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carried out [4] show that in 30% of cases of wear-out is
seen by noticeable deviation from the linear hypothesis of
Palmgren-Miner. For such cases, it is a characteristic
monotone change of the average speed of wear-out. In this
case the linear hypothesis of Palmgren-Miner can be
regarded as a particular case of power trend hypothesis. It
is represented by the equation:

U = c.t d

(10)

where:

A = b β ; B = U ПР β ;

U ПР -upper limit of components wear-out.
The resulting life distribution is shifted on the time scale,
such as a physical sense of drift is analogous to the shift
parameter from the Weibull law (1) and is expressed by:
1d

U 
µ =  ПР 
 b 

where:
U - value of the accumulated wear-out;

c, d - coefficients of power trend approximation.

(14)

When the variation of the wear-out rate within one
realization is negligible, equation (5) gives a good
approximation for random processes with low and medium
intensity. From the ensemble of random implementations
functions of wear, the greatest impact on the life of the
parts has a maximum value of the scale factor c from
formula (10). Such an implementation defines the
minimum value of the parts life. In accordance with the
literature [5] the maximum life values of the samples are
described by the Fisher-Tippett limiting distribution having
the form:

An uniform parts stability can be assured through
minimization of the variance of the coefficient of
approximation c from equation (5). This is achieved by

  b − c − k 
F (c) =
1 − exp  − 
 
  β  

the transformation of the equation (14) in the form:

where:

(11)

1


 d
U ПР
(15)
TP ≤ 

 b + uγ D ( b ) 
where: U ПР -the wear-out limit of the parts specified after

U ПР = b.µ d

(16)

β , k , b - scale, shape and location parameters.

The displacement parameter b in this case is the
maximum value of the coefficient c . The evaluation of
this parameter on a sample with volume
asymptotically normal with a variance D

D (b) =

(b) :

β2k
N .( k + 1) . Г (1 + 2 k )
2

N

is

(12)

c , described
by equation (11), and the variance of exponent d can be
Assuming that the distribution of coefficient

ignored. From the theorem of transformation of random
variables, one obtains for the density of parts life
distribution the following equation:

f ( t=
)

increasing the shape parameter k from 5 to 20.
The condition for ensuring reliable work on the parts of the
RES at the whole lifetime is determined by the inequality:

− k −1
−k
k .d .B
⋅ ( A − B.t − d ) .exp  − ( A − B.t − d )  (13)


t d +1

4. Results
Ten models were studied– parts of RES created by thermal
treatment of steel brand 45 subject to wear-out on a special
installation. The installation is designed for modeling the
work of friction damper composed of a couple samples of
the alloy brand 45 and mark U8. The load is 1 MPa, and
the tensioning rate- 0.18 m/s.
Studies have shown that actually such kind of oxidative
deterioration led to linear hypothesis for an amendment of
the accumulated damage, i.e. the coefficient d = 1 . For
each piece of steel were obtained experimentally four
values of wear-out rates, from which it is selected the
maximum. In this way is obtained a sample of maximum
wear-out rates, respectively: 6.67; 4.27; 3.59; 4.44; 4.62;
4.27; 6.59; 4.96; 5.30 mg/h.
Processing of the results by applying the maximum
likelihood method allows to obtain the corresponding
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values of the parameters of the distribution of formula
(11): β = 1,4076 ; k = 1,3721 ; b = 7,2202 .
The variance of the parameter

D ( b ) = 0,02266

b

is defined in (12), i.e.

.

It follows from the above that the wear-out limit

U ПР = 1000 mg

the lifetime will be calculated by

uγ = 1,65 , when
the confidence level will be γ = 0,95 [5]. Respectively,
the formula (8), with the assumption of

after calculations of the lifetime, one obtained the value of

TP = 133,9 h .

5. Conclusions
5.1. The presented model (7), (8) and (9) of this reliability
study on renewable energy sources, provides the
ability to process information for external factors
impacting on the RES parts and causing fatigue.
5.2. The model (15) can be used for forecasting the
lifetime of parts of any type of technical system.
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